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reader's preaching and teaching to be: Both creative and disciplined; Both carefully prepared and thoroughly spontaneous; ... with clear & unmistakable focus are best able to pulumb the depths not only of Gospel beauty but of the hearers' lives.

Simplify the Message: Multiply the Impact is designed to help preachers break through the noise of culture and the ... structure, a process, and hope, and 2) more seasoned preachers who may have “settled” needing tools to invigorate their

This bestselling reference tool has been a trusted resource for more than 25 years with over 165,000 copies sold. Now ... this work features new articles on topics of contemporary relevance to world Christianity and freshened articles on

her primary tool. General reading can enlarge the preacher's sympathies for people and situations that she or he had ... interested in the wisdom to be derived from reading. Works that Plantinga interacts with in the book include The Kite

communication skills. Novice preachers, also, will find the exercises useful in developing their preaching abilities. ... study The exercises address eight categories of homiletics: • Prayer and Preaching • Bible Interpretation • Understanding

Even as Jameis Winston insists he's going to make better decisions with the football ... That's one thing our coaches preach. ... We want to be able to move through those progressions quickly ...

OSU's coaching staff was reluctant to turn to those players as freshmen last fall, but will have no choice this season. Ohio State also needed to get a better concept on who fit where with the ...

The Good and Not So Good from Day 7 of 49ers Training Camp

No signs of softening in Xi's strident anniversary speech

Xi Jinping: "We will not accept sanctimonious preaching from those ... rising tensions between Xi's China and the Western world. While trade tariffs remain a key bone of contention between ...

LGBTQ+ Supporters in Oakley Are Pushing Back Against Crossroads Church's Recent Controversial Sermon

Mission: Hunger — Joining forces to end Malaysia's hunger issue

For us, everything's mission-oriented. If there's a problem, go out there and settle it. That's why I do what I do today — I handle missions!" begins Nik Adina Taty Nik Zainin, co-founder and advisor ...

Their View: Biden's voting rights speech was a sermon, not a plan

Biden's speech was very much a sermon, and an effective one ... was left of the Voting Rights Act after the court gutted a key provision in 2013. But as Biden surely knows, the original For ...

49ers: Lance's improvement, praise of Garoppolo and other training camp takeaways

DeSales motivated by last year's heartbreaking state championship double-overtime loss

After losing Ohio's Division III state championship game last year in double overtime, DeSales is motivated to get to work on the 2021 season.

MSPs call for electric cars and more public transport – but do they practice what they preach?

But just how many MSPs who are calling for these changes actually practice what they preach? Ahead of the COP26 UN climate summit ... Scottish Parliament's vision to become 'leader in sustainable best ...

The founder of The Spring League has announced his intention to bring back a new iteration of the 1980s United States Football League, to begin play in 2022. Players from the previous league have ...

Meet The Women Of The Future's Champions of Change

We're shining a spotlight on the women and men who understand that we are all better off when we enjoy equal standing.

Want to curb your carbon footprint? The brains behind Marie Claire's first carbon-neutral event shares her top tips

Is there a way you could illustrate a point better. Are you missing application at key points ... you four sermon MSSs from last month where I preached a mini-series on God's grace.

The Body Shop returns to its roots preaching self-love like founder Anita Roddick

After taking a long hard look in the mirror, The Body Shop is on a journey back to roots, using its founder Anita Roddick as a guiding light for its brand marketing. Covering masturbation and selfie ...

Recording, Editing, and Mixing Your Church's Podcast in Ableton Live

Podcasting is one of the best way to reach your audience between Sundays. Here are some tips for creating and sharing quality audio with your congregation.